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SYSTEM 75 SP LOUVRE
SPECIAL PERFORMANCE

LAREINE ENGINEERING 
SYSTEM 75 EP (SPECIAL 
PERFORMANCE) LOUVRE

Where a higher degree of 
weathering is required the SP with 
its downturn on the front and 
the return lip at the rear of the 
blade extrusion creates a highly 
effective weathered louvre profile.

96.2% effective at rejecting rain 
when tested to the BSRIA/Hevac 
method of Weather Testing 
louvres. (Natural Ventilation).

Available as panels or 
assemblies (any size), 
rooftop, cladding or general 

louvre screens including doors, corners, triangles, circles and 
rakes. Any size is available (subject to supporting structure).

GUARDS

Soffit mounted snap fitting fire retardant polypropylene guards 
are available as birdguard, Vermin/Weather, HP Baffle.

Other guards available including flyscreen are all in sheet.
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SYSTEM 75 SP LOUVRE (Special Performance)

PERFORMANCE 96% effectiveness when measured at natural 
ventilation rate to the BSRIA test routine

FREE AREA 42% at 1m high, with weathergrid  
(physical free area)

PITCH 75mm, with blades mounted on mullions 
via engineering nylon brackets set at 45°

MATERIAL Aluminum extrusions to BS 1474, grade 
6063.T5 for blades & 6082 for mullions - 
blade thickness 1.6mm

GUARDS Soffit mounted weather grid as standard, 
acts as birdguard/Verminguard. Black 
polypropylene. Has a angled slot size of 
46 x 4.6mm

TRIMS Fanged (50mm face flange –  
picture frame effect)
Framed (Knife edge effect)

FINISHED Mill (unpainted)
Polyester powder Paint (PPC)  
(To our standard colour range)
Silver/Natural anodized

SPECIFICATION

FULLY LOUVRED DOORS
Lareine Louvred doors are manufactured to 
include our own furniture. Finished in polyester 
powder coat from the available range of colours.

INTEGRAL EXCLUSION GUARDS
The EP comes complete with polypropylene 
weather Weathergrid snap fitted between 
the blades as standard. A rain defence baffle 
of similar configuration to the weathergrid 
but being a ‘reversed’ louvred design 
offering high weathering and virtual vision 

proof screening. Optional, additional protection can be achieved 
in the form of aluminium flyscreen, comprising of an aluminium 
sheet rivetted to the rear of the louvre blades, punched with 
2.46mm diameter holes at 3.23mm pitch in a staggered pattern.

90º FULLY LOUVRED MITRED CORNERS 
- for continuous appearance

Fully mitred internal and external 
corners, incorporating a special 90º 
underblade support cornerpiece, are 
an integral feature of the 75 system. 
Mitre cuts of other angles to create 
faceted assemblies are available.

FULLY LOUVRED TURRETS (Penthouse Louvres)
Small format assemblies complete with mitred 
corners and pressed metal roofs, are generally 
used extensively for ‘supply’ and ‘exhaust’ air.

Turrets are mounted on a prepared 
builders kerb having a minium clear eight 

of 150mm and a minimum thickness of 100mm for concrete.

75 SYSTEM - ACOUSTIC POD UNIT
Where enhanced performance is required 
additional acoustic attenuation can be achieved 
by the incorporation of Lareine acoustic units 
behind the 75 System louvre.

These are mounted in isolation to the louvre 
assembly and need to be provided with suitable 

support structure. Units comprise of 2 or 4 row cylindrical attenuation 
elements housed into sheet aluminium framed units.
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SYSTEM 75 LOUVRED DOORS

DESCRIPTION

Lareine louvred doors are fully constructed with CL, SP, EP and 
HP configuration louvre blades fitted to extruded aluminium 
section door frames. Blades are set at 75mm centres and 
pitched at 45. The blades are snap fitted into engineering nylon 
brackets allowing linear expansion without distortion.

Doors can be manufactured as single or double leaf to suit the opening 
and are supplied complete with  our own special door furniture.

Other door furniture to customers’ specification 
can be supplied subject to confirmation.

DOORS WITHIN LOUVRE ASSEMBLIES

Louvre doors can be fitted within louvre assemblies and at the same 
time maintaining the clean continuous unbroken fascia appearance.

DOORS FOR  
PREPARED OPENINGS

Fully framed doors can be supplied 
for fixing directly into prepared 
openings in brickwork, metal cladding 
and other types of building fabrics.

Please note 
detail design may 
vary according 
to application & 
specification.
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TURRETS

Small format assemblies with pressed metal roofs are used 
extensively for ‘supply’ and ‘exhaust’ air and natural ventilation.

Turrets are mounted on a prepared builders kerb having a minimum clear 
height of 150mm and a minimum thickness of 100mm for concrete.

There is no limitation on the length of a turret but width is restricted 
to 2200mm. Turrets exceeding this size will require additional 
structural support and roofing fabric by other specialist suppliers.

The free area of turrets is dictated by the opening in the roof 
and therefore, this criteria needs to be taken into account.

To size a turret from (or to suit) an overall free area:

STEP 1: ESTABLISH HEIGHT.

This is a number of 75 increments plus a top blade 
(91 EP, 99 SP). Minimum 3 increments.

STEP 2: FIND ‘HEIGHT FREE AREA’.

By multiplying the number of 75 increments (which equals 
the number of gaps) by either 0.031mm for EP (or SP + 
Vermin) or 0.036 for SP with birdguard, obtains the height 
free area’. Divide ‘height free area’ into overall free area.

STEP 3: ADD FOR THE FOUR ‘DEAD’ CORNERS (1.255M).

By adding 1.288m to the result of step 2, the total 
external perimeter of your turret is now known.

STEP 4: ESTABLISH SHAPE.

Divide external perimeter into four if square or two sets of equal sides if rectangular.

Example: Free area required = 0.5m2. Louvre = 75EP 
1) Height to be 5 x 75 + 91 (=466) 
2) 5 x 0.031 = 0.155 (height free area) 0.5 ÷ 0.155 = 3.226 
3) 3.226 + 1.288 = 4.514 (total periphery) 
4)  4.514 ÷ 4 = 1.129 each side if square or 4.514 - (2 x 1.5 Long) = 1.514 

÷ 2 = 0.757 giving a rectangular turret 1500 x 757

SYSTEM 75 TURRETS 
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1.5 mm  thick al uminium sheet roof.


